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Cast back to the year 1998 when Paul Wimborne, the co-manager of the Pendal 

Global Emerging Market Opportunities Fund started looking at Emerging Markets, 

and the world was a different place: the US was impeaching its President, 

Argentina was heading towards default and we had a big tech bubble forming on 

the NASDAQ with unsustainable returns, and of course the Australian cricket team 

retained The Ashes. Unprecedented times indeed! 

But consider the structure of today’s emerging markets and its clear there have been some more 

permanent changes. Emerging economies are a fairly disparate group, with many barely 

recognisable to the asset class that existed in the 1990s and 2000s, where a crisis in one particular 

market usually spread rampantly across many others. 

In the past three decades, many of these countries have embarked on monetary and fiscal reforms, 

building defences against such external shocks. This difference was evident through the past year 

when the US dollar strengthened, prompting investors to exit emerging markets. Countries with 

these policy defences escaped relatively unscathed, while others like Argentina and Turkey 

showed their vulnerability. 

Leading investment research firms like Lonsec argue that today’s emerging markets warrant a 

dedicated place in an overall global equity portfolio. While emerging markets only represent around 

10% of the MSCI All-Country World global share index, they are materially underrepresented 

based on their true share of the global economy. Today, emerging markets account for 59% of 

global GDP. There are now more than 120 companies that have joined the Fortune 500 which are 

facing into emerging markets. 

So why does this discrepancy in recognition persist? There are a few reasons but the prime 

explanation is found in the underlying structure of share market indices. They are generally based 

on market capital weightings, which essentially represents the total value of a company’s shares on 

issue. Take the global technology behemoths for example — Apple, Microsoft, Google and Amazon 

— their collective representation in the index accounts for around 8% of the developed markets 

index, not far from the total index weight of all emerging markets.  

Valuations now attractive 

China epitomises the extent of this discrepancy. Despite its status as the world's second-largest 

economy, China is still defined as an emerging market due to low household income levels, which 

are just 15% of what they are in the United States. 
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And the US-China trade war and associated rhetoric has played its part in driving lacklustre returns 

from emerging markets in recent years, leading many investors to write off the asset class.  

“Valuations look attractive, even in spite of trade wars …” according to Veronica Klaus, Head of 

Investment Consulting at Lonsec.  

Lonsec believes many of the fears are overdone, although this is not a blanket statement to cover 

all 1,149 stocks in the emerging market index as they’re not without risks. Klaus refers to the 

volatile nature of parts of the emerging world. For the year to date, Chile’s share market has 

declined by 7%, while Russia is up 32%, precisely why Lonsec impresses upon the importance of 

active management for the asset class.  

Lonsec argue for an active, selective approach to emerging markets for clients with a long term 

growth horizon. Klaus says “What is important is to look for active management, and look to a 

manager and a strategy that is moving away from these higher risk scenarios and looking towards 

the long term valuation opportunities.”  

Lonsec sees value stocks within emerging markets as being particularly cheap, “trading at their 

largest discount since December 2001”. 

“It’s much more attractive compared to US shares and Australian bonds.”  

Lonsec holds an overweight stance in emerging markets across their suite of balanced or growth 

oriented model portfolios. 

Importance of the country’s business model 

Paul Wimborne, co-portfolio manager of the Pendal Global Emerging Market Opportunities Fund 

concurs on the point of being selective. We are not compelled to buy any stock; regardless of what 

is or isn’t in the benchmark, the investment has to measure up on our country-level macro 

assessment and the bottom-up fundamentals of a company.  

We don’t say bottom-up analysis isn’t important in emerging markets, but we are very different to 

the conventional approach. Our bottom up analysis recognises that the key factors we put into our 

company analysis models are actually top-down in nature. Our process is inherently designed to 

reflect the belief that emerging markets go right or wrong at the country level.  

Take Argentina’s 45% stock market crash in August this year; it didn’t matter if you were in the best 

Argentinian company that day. The business model of that company is not going to help you out. 

“The key question you have to ask yourself is, do I want to be invested in that country…or not?” 

In emerging markets there are always countries that go wrong. We need to satisfy ourselves with 

regard to what we like about the macroeconomic environment that means the equity market is 

going to do well. Then we find the companies that will benefit from the macroeconomic 

environment and avoid companies that are susceptible. It is vital to understand the country’s 

operating model in all of its guises, as it is intricately linked to the success of a company. 

Unlike in the developed world where there is a greater degree of synchronicity in economic factors 

between countries, emerging markets feature a much more diverse group. Variables like GDP, 

interest rates, inflation, regulation, cost of capital and terminal growth rates can be materially 

different and much less correlated relative to developed markets.  

When will emerging markets turn? 

Our team believes there are two key conditions conducive to delivering strong performance in 

emerging markets: robust global growth and a weak US dollar. Clearly neither of those factors are 

in place – and until they are the team are being very selective and taking advantage of idiosyncratic 

opportunities in the asset class. 
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We do think the second of these catalysts may come through. When that does happen we should 

see emerging markets begin to outperform developed markets, in keeping with their historical 

relationship. 

 

Weaker dollar to drive EM recovery 

Source: MSCI, Bloomberg as at 4 October 2019. 

 

The rationale for this to occur at some point is fairly clear. First, the US dollar retains its reserve 

currency status. This means the US can borrow lots of money at cheap rates, and they are 

certainly borrowing plenty and driving up the deficit. Heading into the US election year, all signs are 

there for whoever takes office, that spending will all but continue and add to the deficit. The 

question will be who is going to finance the fiscal deficit? Over the last few years it has been the 

Fed and sovereign investors like China that have been buying US treasuries and adding to their 

expansive reserves.  

Evidence is now emerging that China is increasingly moving to price commodity contracts outside 

of the US dollar payments system. At the margin, this means there is less rationale for holding all of 

your reserve assets in US dollars. So if it’s not foreigners buying as many US treasuries, and it’s 

not China or the Fed, who will be financing the deficit?  

Evidence from prior crises shows that typically when currencies blow out, it’s driven by financing of 

enlarged fiscal deficits. When they can’t get foreigners to finance it, the Government turns to the 

local banking sector and you get a crowding-out effect. Essentially this means the banking sector 

becomes constrained with less money to lend to the domestic economy. The recent spike in US 

repo rates may have something to do with this dynamic. 

When and how this happens can’t be predicted with certainty, but when it does we’re likely to see 

growth-focused investors switch preferences from NASDAQ tech stocks to emerging markets. But 

until this occurs we remain focused on country-specific, self-help opportunities through countries 

like India, Korea and Turkey.  

The team believes India has the strongest growth potential over the next few years. Among the 

many differentiators, it is one of the only countries in the world which hasn’t had an increase in the 

credit-to-GDP ratio since 2008.  
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One reason is a number of loans made in the banking system went bad prior to 2008. The Modhi-

led Government has made a concerted effort to redress shortcomings of the previous Bankruptcy 

Code. They have strengthened the banking sector with fresh capital and we should see a credit-

driven recovery for the banking sector. There has been a delay in this cycle as credit growth has 

fallen in response to the collapse of a non-bank lender. However, we believe the recovery should 

eventuate, bolstered by a series of other reforms implemented under the Modhi Government. 

Then there’s Korea, a very different opportunity. Korea has been one of the cheapest markets 

historically, largely due to its poor governance record. This is changing as political and social 

pressure is driving different behaviour in the ‘chaebol’ conglomerates which dominate Korea’s 

corporate landscape. One key, tangible benefit is an increase in payout ratios, helping lift Korea’s 

traditionally poor dividend yield. We see this trend continuing, which will likely lead to a substantial 

re-rating of Korean equities and potentially, its eventual graduation into the developed markets 

category. 

 

 

 

Source: MSCI, Bloomberg as at 31 December 2018. Free cashflow is cashflow from operations less capex. 
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Other bright spots in the emerging market world are Russia, Mexico and Turkey — all for very 

specific reasons. Turkey serves as an example of how quickly conditions can turn positive. With 

2019 GDP growth revisions of -1.5%, Turkey was until recently the second-weakest of all emerging 

economies this year. However, the pricing of that forecast slowdown became wildly excessive, and 

the Turkish stocks we bought in May have outperformed substantially. Interestingly, Turkey’s 2019 

GDP growth estimate has since been revised upwards, suggesting that the worst of the selling 

pressure (and the greatest opportunity for investing) was right before the turn in May. 

These and other examples serve to validate our view that success in emerging markets relies on a 

balanced assessment of fundamentals and valuation. We look to use both to identify top-down, 

country-level opportunities in emerging markets, irrespective of how good or bad the global 

environment is perceived or otherwise at that moment. We see the key macro catalysts for re-rating 

as likely as conditions in the global economy evolve. When they do arrive, it will likely add to 

success for our country-specific investment decisions. 

We think the challenges and opportunities in emerging markets underpin the importance of our 

country-driven approach. We continue to identify opportunities — such as those discussed — which 

exist despite the headwinds to the asset class more broadly. Meanwhile, we monitor the landscape 

for signs of a change in those headwinds, positioning the portfolio to benefit at the point when the 

tailwinds return to emerging markets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This article has been prepared by Pendal Fund Services Limited (PFSL) ABN 13 161 249 332, AFSL No 431426 and the information contained within is 
current as at 21 November 2019. It is not to be published, or otherwise made available to any person other than the party to whom it is provided.  

PFSL is the responsible entity and issuer of units in the Pendal Global Emerging Markets Opportunities Fund (Fund) ARSN: 159 605 811. A product 
disclosure statement (PDS) is available for the Fund and can be obtained by calling 1800 813 886 or visiting www.pendalgroup.com. You should obtain 
and consider the PDS before deciding whether to acquire, continue to hold or dispose of units in the Fund. An investment in the Fund is subject to 
investment risk, including possible delays in repayment of withdrawal proceeds and loss of income and principal invested.  

This article is for general information purposes only, should not be considered as a comprehensive statement on any matter and should not be relied 
upon as such. It has been prepared without taking into account any recipient’s personal objectives, financial situation or needs. Because of this, recipients 
should, before acting on this information, consider its appropriateness having regard to their individual objectives, financial situation and needs. This 
information is not to be regarded as a securities recommendation.  

The information in this article may contain material provided by third parties, is given in good faith and has been derived from sources believed to be 
accurate as at its issue date. While such material is published with necessary permission, and while all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the 
information in this article is complete and correct, to the maximum extent permitted by law neither PFSL nor any company in the Pendal group accepts 
any responsibility or liability for the accuracy or completeness of this information.  

Any projections contained in this article are predictive and should not be relied upon when making an investment decision or recommendation. While we 
have used every effort to ensure that the assumptions on which the projections are based are reasonable, the projections may be based on incorrect 
assumptions or may not take into account known or unknown risks and uncertainties. The actual results may differ materially from these projections. 
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